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“Home Front Girl reveals the perceptions of a creative, brilliant, and hopeful
yet genuine teenage girl in an uncertain and perilous era. Joan’s charm,
naiveté, curiosity, and philosophies (reminiscent of Anne Frank) revealed
in her journals left me with the hope that such depth of thought, creativity,
sweetness, and forgiveness—as well as her sense of wonder—may still be
found in today’s generation of young people.”
author of Star in the Storm and Thunder from the Sea
“An important and refreshingly engaging word painting of a far more
innocent time in US history. Home Front Girl is all about the thrill of being
young, of questioning, and dreaming . . . and how those dreams can so
easily begin to shatter under the crush of impending world events. The
perspective here could not be more pure. Recommended!”

grew up in Chicago and attended the
University of Chicago before moving
to New York and later New Jersey. She
was adjunct professor of history at the
New School for Social Research and the
author of two oral histories.

—Graham Salisbury
author of Under the Blood-Red Sun and Eyes of the Emperor

Susan Signe Morrison, Joan’s daughter,
is a professor of English literature at Texas
State University–San Marcos and the author
of two books on the Middle Ages.

“This Chicago teenager’s journal—riveting and real—recalls an era when
adolescence was preparation for adult life.”

—Richard Peck
author of Fair Weather, A Long Way from Chicago,
and A Year Down Yonder

Jacket design: Rebecca Lown
Front cover images: Joan’s high school yearbook
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woven material (Ryan McVay)
Author photo: Jim and Sarah Kilfoyle

Home Front Girl

—Joan Hiatt Harlow

Joan Wehlen Morrison (1922–2010)

WEHLEN MoRRISoN

This recently uncovered diary provides a window into
the everyday life of a precocious American girl living
in an extraordinary time
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Check out the newly added EBSCO eBooks™
K-8 Collection!
From picture books to graphic novels, fantasy
to family fun, this collection contains thousands
of fiction and nonfiction e-book titles including
familiar children’s stories and informative texts.
With e-books you never have to worry about ripped
pages or carrying heavy books, and you can easily
access them on a phone, tablet or laptop.
Start browsing today and enjoy the
convenience that e-books have to offer!
Ask your librarian for more information.

connect.ebsco.com
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